Deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) has been successfully applied to depth map super-resolution and outperforms existing methods by a wide margin. However, there still exist two major issues with these DCNN-based depth map super-resolution methods that hinder the performance: 1) the low-resolution depth maps either need to be up-sampled before feeding into the network or substantial deconvolution has to be used and 2) the supervision (high-resolution depth maps) is only applied at the end of the network, thus it is difficult to handle large up-sampling factors, such as ×8 and ×16. In this paper, we propose a new framework to tackle the above problems. First, we propose to represent the task of depth map superresolution as a series of novel view synthesis sub-tasks. The novel view synthesis sub-task aims at generating (synthesizing) a depth map from a different camera pose, which could be learned in parallel. Second, to handle large up-sampling factors, we present a deeply supervised network structure to enforce strong supervision in each stage of the network. Third, a multiscale fusion strategy is proposed to effectively exploit the feature maps at different scales and handle the blocking effect. In this way, our proposed framework could deal with challenging depth map super-resolution efficiently under large up-sampling factors (e.g., ×8 and ×16). Our method only uses the low-resolution depth map as input, and the support of color image is not needed, which greatly reduces the restriction of our method. Extensive experiments on various benchmarking data sets demonstrate the superiority of our method over current state-of-the-art depth map super-resolution methods.
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Qualitative comparison between our method and state-of-the-art methods for DSR with noisy input under an up-sampling factor ×16. (a) Ground truth, (b) Bicubic, (c) Xie et al. [16] and (d) Our result.
task especially under large up-sampling factors (×4, ×8, ×16 and beyond). This is mainly due to the great information loss in down-sampling. For example, under the up-sampling factor of ×16, 256 (16 × 16) depth values have to be inferred from a single depth value on average. To tackle this highly under-constrained problem, various methods have been proposed by exploiting the availability of large-scale training datasets. Even though deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) based methods have achieved great success in various vision tasks such as image deblurring [5] , [6] , image denoising [7] , [8] , monocular depth estimation [46] , [56] , saliency prediction [27] , [28] , and even color image superresolution (CSR) [9] [10] [11] [12] , it is only very recently that the success of DCNN in color image super-resolution [9] , [11] , [12] has been extended to the task of depth map superresolution [2] , [13] [14] [15] . This is mainly due to the intrinsic differences between color images and depth maps, where the depth maps generally contain less textures and more sharp boundaries, and are usually degraded by noise due to the imprecise consumer depth cameras. The difficulty in capturing high-resolution depth map further increases the challenge.
Under the pipelines of current DCNN based DSR methods [2] , [14] , [15] , a depth map usually needs to be up-sampled before feeding into the network. However, the up-sampled depth maps do not necessarily provide a proper good initialization for the network learning. And the problem becomes even worse when the resolution of the input low-resolution depth map is too low and the up-sampling factor is too large. Hence, to improve the representative ability of DCNN, Riegler et al. [14] , [15] resorted to increasing the depth of the network. Unfortunately, this deep structure may suffer from the vanishing gradient issue as the supervision is only enforced at the very end of the network. Besides, deconvolution strategy [13] has also been used in DSR to improve the quality of the resultant feature maps, which can be viewed as an inverse operation of convolution. Depth map super-resolution as novel view synthesis. We illustrate the novel view synthesis process for an up-sampling factor of ×2. (a) shows the input single pixel which can be regarded as the input low-resolution depth map captured at viewpoint L R; (b) shows the output four pixels which can be regarded as pixels captured from four slightly different viewpoints, respectively. The red, black, blue and green pixels are corresponding to the positions of (1, 1), (1, 2) , (2, 1) and (2, 2) . The yellow imaginary line in (b) corresponds to the yellow pixel in (a).
The deconvolution operator generally needs a large number of parameters. In this paper, we would like to argue that neither the hand-designed up-sampling nor the deconvolution is necessary for depth map super-resolution.
In this paper, we adopt a different way by representing the task of depth map super-resolution as a series of novel view synthesis sub-tasks at different positions, where each sub-task generates a depth map at a different camera pose. Take the depth map super-resolution task with an up-sampling factor ×2 as an example, where we would like to generate 2 × 2 = 4 new depth values from one depth measurement in the low-resolution depth map. We partition the desired high-resolution depth map with size (H × W ) into four parts: D H R 1,1 = {D H R 2i−1,2 j −1 }, D H R 1,2 = {D H R 2i−1,2 j }, D H R 2,1 = {D H R 2i,2 j −1 } and D H R 2,2 = {D H R 2i,2 j }, where i = 1, · · · , H /2, j = 1, · · · , W/2. These four depth maps own the same spatial resolution and could be viewed as depth maps captured by virtual depth cameras at four different positions, which has the same resolution as the low-resolution depth map D L R with resolution (H /2 × W/2). Therefore, instead of learning a direct nonlinear mapping from D L R to D H R , we propose to learn four separate nonlinear mappings (e.g.novel view synthesis) from D L R to D H R 1,1 , D H R 1,2 , D H R 2,1 and D H R 2,2 separately, where each of the nonlinear mapping could be learned through DCNN in parallel. Then the super-resolution task can be formulated as predicting the depth maps corresponding to the four different virtual cameras from the input lowresolution depth map. In this way, the input and output of each novel view synthesis task have the same resolution, which makes the network structure easy to design and implement. In Fig. 2 , we illustrate our idea of representing depth map super-resolution as novel view synthesis.
Furthermore, to handle large up-sampling factors, a deeply supervised learning strategy is proposed. In training each sub-task, the supervision from the output could be used independently. Thus, we achieve a deeply supervised learning framework to DSR. As the supervision has been deeply enforced at different layers of the network, strong supervision is well expected. As each novel view synthesis sub-task is learned independently, there will be blocking effect between different parts, which only happens in the final output depth map. To reduce the blocking effect and effectively exploit the feature maps at different stages, we propose a multiscale fusion strategy (MSF) to further improve the learned depth map, where inter-media depth maps at different scales are fused. Finally, to better utilize the individual information from each depth map, we impose a global depth field statistic prior (DFS) to further optimize the obtained depth maps. Our method does not need the support of color information, which reduces the restriction of corresponding color images.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , our method outperforms state-of-theart DSR methods especially under large up-sampling factors (×4, ×8, ×16). Our main contributions can be summarized as: 1) We represent the task of depth map super-resolution as a series of novel view synthesis sub-tasks, where each subtask can be efficiently solved in an end-to-end learning manner; 2) A deeply supervised learning framework is proposed to handle large up-sampling factors in depth map superresolution, where strong supervisions are applied at different stages; 3) A multi-scale fusion strategy (MFS) and depth field statistic (DFS) are proposed to effectively exploit the feature maps at different scales and handle the blocking effect; 4) Experiments on various benchmarking datasets demonstrate the superiority of our method over state-of-theart depth map super-resolution methods, including the DSR methods using the color images.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Depth Image Super-Resolution
Depth map super-resolution (DSR) methods can be roughly classified into three categories: conventional learning based DSR, high-resolution (HR) intensity image guided DSR and deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) based DSR.
1) Conventional Learning Based DSR: It is proven that HR depth maps can be generated by low-resolution (LR) depth maps based on prior information. Inspired by Freeman et al. [17] , Aodha et al. [18] proposed a patch based MRF method to DSR by using prior information learned from depth map datasets. Hornácek et al. [19] generated HR depth maps by searching low-and high-resolution patch-pairs of arbitrary size in the depth map itself. What's more, sparse representation and dictionary learning have also been utilized in DSR. Ferstl et al. [20] proposed to generate HR depth edges by learning from an external database of high and lowresolution examples, where the Total Generalized Variation (TGV) was employed as regularization. Xie et al. [16] used the MRF optimization approach to generate sharp HR depth edges from LR depth edges, where the HR depth edges were used as guidance in generating the HR depth maps.
2) HR Intensity Image Guided DSR: Pre-aligned HR intensity images can always provide effective guidance for DSR since they contain plenty of useful high-frequency components which assist the process of DSR. Park et al. [21] generated HR depth maps by non-local means filter with an HR intensity image as auxiliary information. Yang et al. [22] used an adaptive color-guided auto-regressive (AR) model to generate HR depth maps from LR depth maps. Ferstl et al. [23] utilized an anisotropic diffusion tensor, which used HR color image as guidance. Kiechle et al. [24] made use of a bimodal cosparse analysis model to generate an HR depth map from an LR depth map and an HR color image. Additionally, Matsuo et al. [25] generated HR depth maps by using auxiliary information extracted from HR color images to compute local tangent planes in depth maps. What's more, Lu et al. [26] utilized the consistency between color images and depth maps to generate HR depth maps. However, notwithstanding the appealing results that such approaches could generate, the lack of high-resolution color images fully registered with the depth maps in many cases makes the color image guided approaches less general.
3) DCNN Based DSR: The success of DCNN in high-level computer vision tasks has only been extended to DSR very recently. Song et al. [2] proposed a progressive DCNN based end-to-end learning method to generate an HR depth map from an LR depth map, where SRCNN [9] was used as the mapping unit in the progressive process. Meanwhile, Riegler et al. [15] proposed to combine DCNN with total variations in a novel ATGV-Net to generate HR depth maps. The total variations were expressed by layers with fixed parameters. Besides, Riegler et al. [14] also proposed a novel DCNN based method by combining a DCNN with a non-local variational method. The corresponding HR color images were also utilized in the method. LR depth maps were all needed to be up-sampled before feeding them to the network [2] , [14] , [15] . Very recently, Hui et al. [13] proposed to use a multi-scale fusion strategy in a Multi-Scale Guided convolutional network for DSR with and without the guidance of the color images.
B. DCNN Based CSR
The success of DCNN has been extended to color image super-resolution (CSR). Using DCNN, effective frameworks have been proposed to super-resolve the low-resolution color images.
Dong et al. [9] proposed an end-to-end deep CNN framework to learn the nonlinear mapping between low-and highresolution images. Based on [9] , Kim et al. [11] proposed to use a deeper network to represent the non-linear mapping and improved performance has been achieved. Meanwhile, in [12] , a deeply-recursive convolutional network for CSR is proposed, which uses a deep recursive layer to obtain better results. Shi et al. [29] proposed a sub-pixel DCNN for CSR instead of using the deconvolution strategy, which utilized a sub-pixel layer to learn an array of up-sampling filters to upscale the LR feature maps to HR output. Ledig et al. [30] proposed a residual framework to infer photo-realistic natural images, where an adversarial loss and a content loss were used. Recently, Tai et al. [31] proposed a Deep Recursive Residual Network to mitigate the difficulty of training deep networks and used Recursive learning to control the model parameters. Lai et al. [32] proposed a Laplacian Pyramid Super-Resolution Network to progressively solve the problem. To handle high magnification ratios and create realistic textures, Sajjadi et al. [33] proposed to use feed-forward fully CNN and perceptual loss to achieve automated texture synthesis. Tong et al. [34] introduced dense skip connections in a very deep network for CSR. Huang et al. [35] proposed to utilize weakly-supervised joint convolutional sparse coding to solve the problem of multi-modal image super-resolution.
III. OUR APPROACH
In this paper, we propose a new framework to tackle the problems in handling large up-sampling factors (e.g., ×8, ×16) and the need of deconvolution or preprocessing. First, we propose to represent the task of depth map super-resolution as a series of novel view synthesis subtasks. Each novel view synthesis sub-task aims at generating (synthesizing) a depth map from a slightly different camera pose, which could be learned in parallel. Second, to handle large up-sampling factors, we present a deeply supervised network structure to enforce strong supervision in each stage of the network. Third, to exploit the feature maps learned in different stages with different scales, we propose to use a multi-scale fusion (MFS) strategy, which fuses the intermedia feature maps at different scales. In this way, our framework could tackle the challenging task depth map superresolution with large up-sampling factors efficiently. In Fig. 3 , we illustrate the whole pipeline of our method under an upsampling factor of ×8. Our method takes a low-resolution depth map as input and does not require the corresponding color image.
A. Deconvolution in DCNN Based DSR
Deconvolution layer [10] , [13] , as an inverse operation of convolution, is a novel operation to recover an HR depth map from an LR depth map. The deconvolution layer employs a set of deconvolution filters to up-sample the feature maps, and, the filter is convolved with the image by a stride of 1/k, and the output is k times of the input. Most of the current DCNN based depth super-resolution methods [2] , [14] , [15] need the up-sampled LR depth images as input, the process of up-sampling LR depth maps can also be viewed as a deconvolution layer whose parameters are fixed. However, upsampling the low-resolution depth map does not necessarily provide a proper initialization of the network.
Recently, Shi et al. [29] proposed a sub-pixel DCNN for color image super-resolution without deconvolution. Feature maps are extracted in the LR space, and a subpixel layer which learns an array of up-sampling filters to upscale LR feature maps to HR output is utilized. Inspired by [29] , we present a novel view to deal with DSR as deeply supervised novel view synthesis task.
B. DSR as Novel View Synthesis
To avoid up-sampling the LR depth maps before feeding them into the network, we represent DSR as a series of novel Fig. 3 . A nutshell of our depth map super-resolution method for an up-sampling factor of ×8. Given an LR depth map as input, the DCNN unit is first used to train novel view synthesis sub-tasks in parallel, then a re-organization operation is utilized to obtain the up-sampled depth map. Then, the resultant depth map is regarded as input to the next stage. Deep supervision is enforced at each stage, where the supervision signals are down-sampled from the ground truth high-resolution depth maps. The results of each stage are fused by using our multi-scale fusion (MSF) strategy. Finally, a depth field statistic (DFS) prior is applied to further improve the quality of the fused depth maps. view synthesis sub-tasks. Rather than treating it as learning a nonlinear mapping between the low-resolution depth map and the high-resolution depth map, we decompose the desired output as a collection of low-resolution depth maps acquired at slightly different viewpoints from different "virtual cameras". Under this setup, each virtual camera owns the same spatial resolution which is the same as the input low-resolution depth map. For example, given a DSR task with an up-sampling factor r , we could decompose the DSR task to r 2 novel view synthesis tasks. This is because each virtual camera can be explained as having a translation between them, or forming a light field camera as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 4 , given the current network input, under r = 2, we denote the task of DSR as predicting the depth maps viewed at the position of (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1) and (2, 2) . Under a pure down-sampling version, the lowresolution depth map is exactly the depth map viewed at the position of (1, 1). Then the first novel view synthesis is directly an identical mapping. The other three tasks could be directly viewed as predicting the depth map with a motion vector, say (1, 2) for the horizontal direction, (2, 1) for the vertical direction and (2, 2) for the diagonal direction. With different down-sampling operators, the detailed meaning may be different, but the principle is pretty the same. The above formulation could be generalized to other up-sampling factors with ease. Through this representation, these low-resolution depth maps of the virtual cameras could be learned in parallel. Meanwhile, as the whole DSR task has been decoupled to several different novel view synthesis sub-tasks, where for each sub-task, the output and input have the same spatial resolution. Thus, neither deconvolution nor the up-sampled input is needed in our approach.
As illustrated in Fig. 4 , given an LR depth map D L R as input, l layers DCNN unit is first employed to estimate the depth values at each novel view synthesis in parallel (D O P 1,1 ,
Then a re-organization operation is utilized to generate the output D O P . Note that we use a residual DCNN unit here.
Specifically, for each novel view synthesis sub-task, the process can be described as follows:
where F denotes the nonlinear mapping between the LR depth map and the HR depth map. W i, j , b i, j are the learnable network weights and biases respectively, * denotes convolution. D L R is the input LR depth map, ψ is a nonlinear function and D O P i, j is the estimated novel view synthesis output for position (i, j ).
Then, the final output D H R can be obtained by using the re-organization operation which is described as follows:
where RO is a periodic operation that re-arranges r 2 lowresolution depth maps of dimension H ×W to a high-resolution depth map of dimension r H × r W . 1) Training Each Sub-Task: Take an up-sampling factor of ×2 as an example, the ground truth high-resolution depth map is decomposed into four sub-ground truth depth maps, (the reverse process of the re-organization operation as illustrated in Fig. 4) , and in each sub-task, the LR depth map has the same resolution with the corresponding high-resolution supervision depth sub-map, which makes the DCNN easy to design and implement. Thus, neither deconvolution or up-sampling of the LR input are needed.
C. Deeply Supervised Learning
During training, besides the high-resolution target/ground truth depth map used to supervise the final output, its down-sampled versions have also been used at different stages of the depth map learning framework, denoted as D H R , D 1H R , · · · ,D N H R , which are expressed as follows:
where N is the number of supervision stages and ρ is the down-sampling factor between two consecutive stages. Here the bicubic interpolation is used as the down-sampling strategy, which is commonly used in depth map super-resolution and color image super-resolution. In this way, the aim of each sub-task can be viewed as learning the residual between two consecutive stages (two consecutive down-sampled versions of high-resolution target/ground truth) using the novel view synthesis strategy. The residual of each stage is much smaller than the residual between the input low-resolution depth map and the ground truth depth map, which does not need very deep layers to present. Hence, deeply supervised learning can effectively handle the gradient vanishing issue and obtain better results. In this way, the network could receive direct supervision in learning each factor, which could better regularize the learned depth map.
D. Multi-Scale Fusion
In the above deeply supervised learning structure, the ground truth depth map has been down-sampled to different resolutions to provide supervisions at different scales. While providing deep supervision and guiding the generation of high-resolution depth maps, the quality of the downsampled depth maps has been gradually decreased due to the downsampling effect, i.e., the more downsampling has applied, the more smooth the obtained depth maps are. Therefore, the supervision depth maps actually encode the depth map details at different scales. To handle this side-effect and better utilize the inter-media feature maps, we propose a multiscale fusion strategy (MSF) (c.f. Fig. 3 ), which fuses the feature maps (depth maps) at different stages. Specifically, the predicted depth maps are upsampled to the same resolution as the output and then are concatenated together as the input to another DCNN unit, which not only achieves multi-scale fusion of the feature maps at different scales but also effectively handles the blocking effect introduced by the individual novel view synthesis sub-tasks. By integrating both deeply supervised learning and multi-scale fusion strategies, our network is able to effectively exploit the supervision provided by the ground truth high-resolution depth map and the multi-scale feature maps.
E. Network Architecture
For each novel view synthesis sub-task, we utilize the network VDSR-Net [11] as the DCNN unit due to its high performance in color image super-resolution. Furthermore, we propose to learn the residual between the input and the ground truth rather than learning the depth map itself. Note that the DCNN unit can be replaced by any other DCNN networks. Fig. 4 shows the process of one sub-task. Taking low-resolution depth maps as input, depth maps corresponding to the positions (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1) and (2, 2) are trained by their corresponding DCNN units in parallel. Then, the output is obtained by re-organizing the four depth maps.
Taking the DSR task with an up-sampling factor ×8 as an example, we demonstrate the network structure in Fig. 3 . The low-resolution depth maps are fed into the first stage, and the resultant depth maps are regarded as input for the next stage. Down-sampled ground truth is used as supervision to refine the depth maps at each stage. Then, the multi-scale fusion is employed to improve the quality of the resultant high-resolution depth maps, and finally, the depth field statistic (DFS) is used to further refine the resultant high-resolution depth maps.
Our method can also be extended to handle flexible upsampling factors such as ×3, ×5, which can be recognized as generating depth maps of virtual cameras from 9 or 25 positions from a low-resolution depth map.
F. Depth Field Statistics
In the above end-to-end learning framework for DSR, the learned depth maps could be biased by different depth map statistics and we cannot expect that the network could learn the high-frequency information or edge information.
The distribution of a natural depth map D can often be modeled as a generalized Laplace distribution [2] , where the distribution of gradient magnitude of depth images can be well approximated with Laplacian distribution. Therefore, we propose to minimize the total variation of the depth map, i.e.D TV → min, where the total variation could be expressed in matrix form:
where P consists of −1, 1 as its elements that works as the gradient operator, vec(·) denotes the vectorization operator that transforming a matrix to a vector.
G. An Energy Minimization Formulation
To further refine the depth super-resolution results, we integrate the depth super-resolution cue from the deeply supervised DCNN and the depth field statistics (DFS), and reach the following energy minimization formulation:
where D is the depth super-resolution result from the deep neural network (novel view synthesis strategy + MFS), and D is the final depth map we want to generate. λ is set as 0.7 empirically in our experiments. This is a convex optimization problem where a global optimal solution exists. We propose to use the iterative reweighted least squares (IRLS) [38] , [39] to efficiently solve the problem. Given the depth map estimation result in the it-th iteration, the optimization for the it + 1-th iteration can be expressed as:
which could be equivalently expressed as:
, i.e., the row-wise reweighted version of P i and E (it) = E (it) i , we have:
The above least squares problem owns a closed-form solution.
H. Implementation Details 1) DCNN Unit: In this paper, we use the VDSR-Net [11] with 10 convolutional layers as the DCNN unit. Each convolutional filter has the size of 3 × 3 for the novel view synthesis sub-task and 5 × 5 for the multi-scale fusion strategy, and each hidden layer of the network has 64 feature maps. For each DCNN unit, the learning rate varies from 0.1 to 0.0001, and the momentum is chosen as 0.9. The stepwise decrease (4 steps with learning rate multiplier γ = 0.1) as the learning policy, and adjustable gradient clipping strategy [11] is used.
2) Training Data: 115 depth maps from the Middlebury stereo dataset [44] , [45] , [47] (25 images), the Sintel dataset [48] (60 images) and the synthetic New Tsukuba dataset [49] (30 images) are collected to construct our dataset, 100 depth maps are used for training and 15 depth maps are used for validation. Using these depth maps as ground-truth high-resolution depth maps D GT , the input low-resolution depth maps D L R are generated by D L R =↓ ρ D GT , where ρ is the down-sampling factor and bicubic interpolation is used as the down-sampling strategy. Note that to accelerate the training time of larger up-sampling factors, such as ×4, ×8 and ×16, parameters of ×2 (model of deeply supervised novel view synthesis part) are used to initialize the parameters of the first stage of these larger up-sampling factors. For larger up-sampling factors, in each DCNN unit of the first stage, the learning rate varies from 0.01 to 0.0001, and the stepwise decrease (3 steps with learning rate multiplier γ = 0.1) as the learning policy. Using a Titan X GPU (Pascal), training for the task of depth map super-resolution under up-sampling factors ×2, ×4, ×8 and ×16 roughly takes 3 hours, 4 hours, 5 hours and 6 hours, respectively.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present an extensive experimental evaluation of our proposed method. Both quantitative and qualitative results on noise-free and noisy benchmark datasets are provided. Cones, T eddy, T sukuba and V enus, as noisyfree depth maps, are extracted from the Middlebury 2001 and 2003 datasets [47] , [50] . Ar t, Books, Laundr y and Rei ndeer as noisy depth maps, are collected from the Middlebury 2005 dataset [44] , [45] . Furthermore, to further evaluate our proposed method, J adeplant, Motorcycle, Playtable and Flower , as noisy depth maps, are extracted from the Middlebury 2014 dataset [52] . Additionally, we also demonstrate test results of the Laserscan dataset (Scan21, Scan30 and Scan42) provided by Aodha et al. [18] .
Baseline Methods: We compare our methods with the following five categories of methods: Neighbour (N N); 5) State-of-the-art deep convolutional neural networks:
Wang et al. [43] , VDSR-Net [11] ., 1 Song et al. [2] , Hui et al. [13] (MS-Net) and Riegler et al. [15] (ATGV-Net). Note that for these deep learning based methods, we retrained the model using depth maps dataset either with the source code provided by the authors or implement those methods by ourself.
Error Metrics: In this paper, for quantitative comparison, we use two kinds of error metrics to evaluate the results obtained by our method and other state-of-the-art methods, including: 1) Root Mean Squared Error (RM S E); 2). Structure Similarity of Index (SS I M). As a frequently used measure, RM S E represents the sample standard deviation of the differences between the obtained HR depth maps and the ground truth. Specifically, RM S E = N i=1 (X od,i − X gt,i ) 2 /N , where X od and X gt are the obtained HR depth map and ground truth respectively, N is the number of pixels in the HR depth map. Meanwhile, SS I M is an error metric which evaluates the perceived quality between the obtained HR depth map 1 For a fair comparison, results of VDSR-Net are obtained using the same number of layers with ours, which means VDSR-Net contains 10 layers for up-sampling factor ×2, contains 20 layers for up-sampling factor ×4, contains 30 layers for up-sampling factor ×8, and contains 40 layers for up-sampling factor ×16 and the ground truth depth map. We have also computed the percent of errors (percent of pixels that have errors larger than 1 pixel in the disparity map) and the results of percent errors are pretty consistent with the error metrics of RM S E and SS I M reported in our paper.
A. Clean Input
We evaluate the performance of our method on clean depth maps (there is no noise added in the process of downsampling). The commonly used Cones, T eddy, T sukuba and V enus from the Middlebury stereo dataset are employed. The quantitative results in terms of RM S E and SS I M of up-sampling factors of ×2, ×4 and ×8 are reported in Table I and Table II . We can clearly see that all the DCNN based methods achieve significant performance leap over other methods under all the up-sampling factors, even though methods [2] , [21] , [23] utilize auxiliary intensity information. Additionally, our proposed method outperforms other DCNN based methods for almost all the up-sampling factors. Note that the VDSR-Net [11] utilizes up-sampled (bicubic) depth map as input, and its structure is the same as our DCNN unit. Additionally, for a fair comparison, results of VDSR-Net [11] are obtained using the same number of layers with ours, which means VDSR-Net contains 10 layers for up-sampling factor ×2, contains 20 layers for up-sampling factor ×4, and contains 30 layers for up-sampling factor ×8. Obviously, our proposed method outperforms VDSR-Net, which demonstrates the excellent performance of our deeply supervised novel view synthesis and multi-scale fusion strategy. Meanwhile, for [32] , as shown in Table I and Table II, we trained two kinds of  TABLE II   QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION UNDER UP-SAMPLING FACTORS ×2, ×4, ×8. NOTE THAT THE INPUT IS NON-NOISY. THE SS I M IS CALCULATED  FOR DIFFERENT SOTA METHODS ON THE MIDDLEBURY DATASET UNDER UP-SAMPLING FACTORS OF ×2, ×4 AND ×8.  THE BEST RESULT IS HIGHLIGHTED AND THE SECOND BEST IS UNDERLINED models, namely M SLaplas (up-sampling factors of ×2, ×4 and ×8 are trained together) and Laplas (up-sampling factors of ×2, ×4 and ×8 are trained separately), we can see that results obtained by our method are better than [32] under up-sampling factors of ×2, ×4 and ×8, which further proves the effectiveness of our method. As indicated in Table I and Table II , our deeply supervised novel view synthesis strategy (Our) outperforms others for most of the up-sampling factors, and the multi-scale fusion strategy (Our + M S F) can handle blocking effect and further improve the results for most up-scale factors, though results of Our + M S F are slightly lower than Our for an up-sampling factor of ×2. Lastly, the depth field statistic prior (Our + M F S + DF S) can further improve the results.
Qualitative results are illustrated in Fig. 5 (part of Cones and T sukuba) for an up-sampling factor ×4. Obviously, our method produces more visually appealing results. Boundaries generated by our method are sharper and accurate, which show that our method can effectively recover the structure of highresolution depth maps.
B. Noisy Input
We also evaluate our proposed method on the noisy Middlebury dataset [44] , [45] , [52] and the Laserscan dataset [18] . Table III and Table IV report the quantitative results in terms of RM S E and SS I M for the up-sampling factor of ×4 with noisy input, from which, we can clearly see that our proposed method outperforms others. We can observe that our method can well eliminate the influence of noise, thus depth maps with smaller RM S E and larger SS I M can be obtained. Note that results of VDSR-Net [11] are obtained using the same number of layers with ours for noisy input.
Besides, Fig. 7 illustrates the qualitative results of our method (J adeplant) for an up-sampling factor ×4. As shown in Fig. 7 , J adeplant contains complex textures and luxuriant details, which is hard to recover an HR depth map from an LR depth map. Obviously, our method produces more visually appealing results. Boundaries generated by our method are sharper and accurate, which show that our method can effectively recover the structure of high-resolution depth maps.
C. Large Up-Sampling Factor
Most of the existing work such as [16] and [20] could only handle depth super-resolution problem under up-sampling factors ×2, ×3 and ×4. In our paper, due to the proposed deeply supervised learning network structure, our method can handle large up-sampling factors effectively. Meanwhile, the multi-scale fusion and depth field statistics can further refine the obtained results. In this section, we demonstrate the qualitative results under large up-sampling factors (×6, ×8 and ×16). It is a very challenging super-resolution task, i.e., on average inferring 16 × 16 = 256 depth values from 1 depth value for ×16. [18] . (e) Zeyde et al. [36] . (f) GR [37] . (g) Park et al. [21] . (h) Ferstl et al. [23] . (i) Ferstl et al. [20] . (j) Xie et al. [16] . (k) Song et al. [2] . (l) Our approach. Best viewed on Screen. [52] , which demonstrates the ability of our method in handling general up-sampling factors besides 2 n (×2, ×4, ×, 8, ×16). Fig. 6 (Scan42 of the Laserscan dataset) shows the qualitative comparison results for an up-sampling factor ×8. Clean lowresolution depth maps are used as input of Fig. 8 and Fig. 6 . As these figures illustrate, depth maps generated by other competing methods all suffer from heavy edge blur, while our method can obtain results with sharp boundaries and accurate depth edges.
Meanwhile, we also illustrate the qualitative results under large up-sampling factor ×16 in Fig. 9 ( Ar t of the Middlebury dataset). Note that Gaussian noisy described in Section IV-B is added in the depth input of Fig. 9 . Obviously, our method can well eliminate the influence of noise and accurately recover the high-resolution depth maps with sharper boundaries, even under a very large up-sampling factor of ×16.
In addition, Table V and Table VI demonstrate the quantitative results of our method on RM S E and SS I M, respectively. As illustrated in these tables, our method outperforms all competing methods with a margin by achieving smaller RM S E and larger SS I M on all the testing datasets. Note that same depth dependent Gaussian noisy is added to the depth maps as described in Section IV-B.
D. Ablation Analysis
As shown in Table I, Table II, Table III, Table IV, Table V  and Table VI , compared with other state-of-the-art methods, our deeply supervised novel view synthesis strategy (Our) can obtain better results. To handle the blocking effect introduced in the resultant depth maps, the multi-scale fusion strategy (Our + M S F) is used, and as shown in these tables, the multi-scale fusion strategy (Our + M F S) can improve the RM S E and SS I M under most of the testing depth maps. Besides, since all DCNN based methods can only learn the generality of depth super-resolution, we also use depth filed statistic (DF S) information (features of each depth map) to [36] ; (e) ANR [37] ; (f) GR [37] ; (g) Park et al. [21] ; (h) Ferstl et al. [23] ; (i) Wang et al. [43] ; (j) Xie et al. [16] ; (k) VDSR-Net [11] ; (l) Our results. Best viewed on screen. [40] ; (e) Zeyde et al. [36] ; (f) ANR [37] ; (g) GR [37] ; (h) Wang et al. [43] ; (i) VDSR-Net [11] ; (j) Our results. Best viewed on screen.
further refine the results. As shown in these tables, better RM S E and SS I M results can be obtained for most of the testing depth maps by using depth field statistic (Our + M F S + DF S). Therefore, we can conclude that the three components, namely, deeply supervised novel view synthesis strategy, multi-scale fusion strategy and depth field statistics all contribute positively toward the final success of our approach.
E. Influence of the Number of Layers
In this section, we analyze the influence of the number of layers of DCNN unit in novel view synthesis sub-task. Fig. 10 shows the RM S E of our method on the Middlebury dataset, where the number of layers of DCNN unit varies from 3 to 10. We can observe that RM S E decreases with the increase of the number of layers of DCNN unit, however, the difference between 3 layers and 5 layers is larger than the difference LASERSCAN DATASET USING NOISY INPUT. THE EXPLANATION IS SAME AS TABLE I   TABLE VI  QUANTITATIVE between 5 layers and 10 layers. Thus, we can conclude that deeper DCNN generally results in better performance. However, as the net goes deeper, the improvement becomes marginal. Hence, we fix the number of layers of DCNN unit as 10 in our experiments.
F. Running Time
We summarize the computation time for up-sampling different LR depth maps Ar t to their full resolution (1376 × 1104) Table VII . Up-sampling is performed in MATLAB with a TITAN X GPU (Pascal) using MatConvNet [53] . Note that the running time of MS-Net [13] is obtained from their paper which is calculated using a TITAN X GPU. Besides, the running time of the depth field statistics (DFS) varies a lot depending on different size of input depth maps. For examples, the depth field statistic strategy costs 2.845 seconds on the Cones depth map (370 × 450 resolution), while it costs 10.321 seconds on the Ar t depth map (1376 × 1104 resolution).
G. Generalization Ability
To evaluate the generalization ability of our network, we use a new training dataset (60 depth maps from the Sintel dataset and 30 depth maps from the synthetic New Tsukuba dataset) to retrain our network, and then test the network on the Middlebury dataset. RM S E results (×8) are shown in TableVIII (Our_Retr ai n). Our of TableVIII shows the results obtained by training data of section III-H. We can see that Our and Our_Retr ai n results are pretty similar to the results reported in Table I , which demonstrates the excellent generalization ability of our network.
To further demonstrate our generalization ability on raw depth maps, we show the average RM S E results of the NYU dataset [54] , [55] in Table IX . The NYU dataset comprises of video sequences of indoor scenes captured by a Kinect. For each set, 5 depth maps are selected randomly. Note that we use the model trained by training data (115 depth maps from Mi ddlebur y, Si ntel and Syntheti c T sukuba dataset) described in our paper to test the NYU dataset. As shown in Table IX , our network model can handle wild and raw depth maps. Note that results shown here are obtained by our deeply supervised novel view synthesis strategy.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose to represent depth map superresolution as a series of novel view synthesis sub-tasks, where each sub-task can be efficiently solved in an end-toend learning manner. The training stage can be performed in parallel, while neither deconvolution nor pre-processing of input depth map is needed. Furthermore, a deeply supervised learning framework is proposed to handle large up-sampling factors (×8, ×16), where strong supervisions are directly applied in different stages. To further exploit the feature maps at different stages, a multi-scale fusion strategy has also been introduced. Our framework can handle DSR efficiently without the need for high-resolution intensity images, and both qualitative and quantitative results demonstrate the outstanding performance of our method compared with the state-of-the-art DSR methods. In the future, we plan to investigate how to exploit the color images under the same framework and how to learn a natural and realistic depth map statistics through GAN (Generative adversarial network).
